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ABSTRACT: Collisions between ships and whales are reported throughout the world’s oceans. For
some endangered whale populations, ship strikes are a major threat to survival and recovery. Factors known to affect the incidence and severity of collisions include spatial co-occurrence of ships
and whales, hydrodynamic forces around ships, and ship speed. Less understood and likely key to
understanding differences in interactions between whales and ships is whale behavior in the presence of ships. In commercial shipping lanes off southern California, we simultaneously recorded
blue whale behavior and commercial ship movement. A total of 20 ship passages with 9 individual
whales were observed at distances ranging from 60 to 3600 m. We documented a dive response
(i.e. shallow dive during surface period) of blue whales in the path of oncoming ships in 55% of
the ship passages, but found no evidence for lateral avoidance. Descent rate, duration, and maximum depth of the observed response dives were similar to whale behavior immediately after
suction-cup tag deployments. These behavioral data were combined with ship hydrodynamic
forces to evaluate the maximum ship speed that would allow a whale time to avoid an oncoming
ship. Our analysis suggests that the ability of blue whales to avoid ships is limited to relatively
slow descents, with no horizontal movements away from a ship. We posit that this constrained
response repertoire would limit their ability to adjust their response behavior to different ship
speeds. This is likely a factor in making blue whales, and perhaps other large whales, more vulnerable to ship strikes.
KEY WORDS: Ship−whale collision · Blue whales · Avoidance behavior · Ship speed · AIS ·
Bio-logging tags

INTRODUCTION
Collisions between ships and whales are reported
regularly throughout the world’s oceans and for some
species of endangered whales, ship strikes are a
major threat to their survival and recovery (Clapham
*Corresponding author: megan_f_mckenna@nps.gov

et al. 1999, Laist et al. 2001, Douglas et al. 2008,
Berman-Kowalewski et al. 2010, Neilson et al. 2012),
though some recent work has questioned the degree
of risk they pose at a population level (Monnahan et
al. 2014). Often these collisions result in serious
injury or death; however, it is highly likely that only a
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small fraction of struck carcasses are recovered, and
reported numbers are most likely underestimates
(Williams et al. 2011). Understanding interactions
between ships and large whales has become a global
conservation issue owing to increases in commercial
shipping traffic and predicted growth of the industry
(Corbett & Winebrake 2007). A number of mitigation
efforts have been initiated to reduce these impacts
(Silber et al. 2012). To date they have focused on
reducing spatial overlap between ships through routing measures (Van der Hoop et al. 2012, Redfern et
al. 2013) or reducing ship speeds in sensitive whale
habitat (Gende et al. 2011, Lagueux et al. 2011,
McKenna et al. 2012, Silber & Bettridge 2012).
The incidence and severity of ship−whale collisions
has been linked to a number of factors. Analyses of
documented ship−whale collisions suggest that ship
speed may be one of the factors. The probability of
lethality becomes less common at speeds below 7.2 to
7.7 m s–1 (14 to 15 knots) and rare at speeds below
5.1 m s–1 (10 knots) (Laist et al. 2001, Vanderlaan &
Taggart 2007, Wiley et al. 2011). Explanations of the
increased lethality at higher speeds include greater
impact forces with increasing ship speeds (Campbell-Malone & Barco 2008), an increase in acceleration forces as ship speeds increase (Silber et al. 2010),
and whale avoidance (Laist et al. 2001). An analysis
of lethal injuries from ships under different speed
regulations found that ship speed limits can be an
effective tool for reducing mortality risk for certain
species of whales (Conn & Silber 2013), particularly
for right whales Eubalaena glacialis in and near
areas of restricted speed along the United States east
coast (Laist et al. 2014). In an analysis of large-whale
mortalities along the entire east coast of North America, Van der Hoop (2013) reported no overall change
in ship-strike mortalities after multiple mitigation
efforts, but results are only applicable on the larger
spatial scale and localized efforts appear to have
been successful (Laist et al. 2014). Given that the
relationship between lethality and ship speed
depended on reports of known ship−whale collisions,
it remains unclear if the results are biased by a lower
detection of collisions when ships are traveling at
slower speeds (< 7.2 m s–1 [<14 knots]).
Few studies have examined how whales react to
closely approaching large ships, yet this is likely a
key to understanding the differing vulnerability of
species, the reduced incidence of ship−strike at
slower speeds, and the effectiveness of mitigation.
Possible avoidance responses may include vertical
movements to avoid ships by diving beneath them or
remaining at depth until ships pass, or horizontal

movements and changes in swim speed to avoid
oncoming ships. An approaching ship may elicit a
threat-like response, which may include longer surface intervals, increased breath rate, or shallower
diving. It is also possible that whales do not change
their behavior in the presence of ships. Evidence in
support of any behavioral response of whales has
been limited by logistical challenges of gathering
high-resolution whale behavioral data in the presence of large ships. Anecdotal information from
whalers suggests whales are less responsive while
feeding and response may be related to feeding technique, specifically surface feeding would increase
vulnerability (Laist et al. 2001). To date, the only support for a ‘startle response’ consists of anecdotal
reports of whales taking evasive action within a few
hundred meters of oncoming ships (Laist et al. 2001).
Bio-logging tag data from whales occupying areas of
high shipping traffic, however, can provide detailed
whale behavior during close encounters with ships.
This technique has been used to examine manatee
reactions to recreational boats and tourism vessels
(Miksis-Olds et al. 2007, Ryck 2013).
In this study, we combined data from tagged blue
whales Balaenoptera musculus with automatic identification system (AIS) ship-tracking data collected
off the coast of southern California, a region of high
shipping density (Redfern et al. 2013). The primary
access route into one of the world’s largest ports, the
Port of Los Angeles-Long Beach (POLA) travels
through this region. POLA is the second busiest port
in North America (CINMS 2009). Until recently, an
estimated 75% of the vessels leaving, and 65% of
vessels arriving at, POLA and Port Hueneme traveled through the Santa Barbara Channel (SBC)
(CINMS 2009). Commercial vessel traffic in the SBC
is concentrated in designated shipping lanes, with an
average of 18 ships transiting per day (McKenna et
al. 2009). The majority of traffic is categorized as
cargo ships (e.g. container ships, bulk carriers, and
vehicle carriers), traveling at average speeds of 10 m
s−1 (19 knots).
This region is also a primary feeding ground for
the Endangered eastern North Pacific (ENP) blue
whale (Calambokidis et al. 1990, 2000, 2007). Aggregations of ENP blue whales come to this region
to feed on dense patches of krill (Calambokidis et
al. 2000, 2007). Recent estimates of the abundance
of this population of blue whales, using both linetransect and mark-recapture methods, showed no
clear increase, despite decades of commercial whaling ending in 1971 (Barlow 1995, Calambokidis &
Barlow 2004, Calambokidis et al. 2009). ENP blue
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whale population estimates are around 2000 to 3000
animals (Calambokidis & Barlow 2004). A recent
study suggested that density dependence is likely
the key reason for the observed lack of increase
(Monnahan et al. 2014). The only known source of
juvenile and adult mortality for ENP blue whales is
fatal collisions between ships and whales (Carretta
et al. 2012), although noise, chemical pollution, and
fishery interactions likely also impact the population. Between 1998 and 2007, 21 blue whale deaths
were reported along the California coast; 4 of those
deaths occurred in the fall of 2007 in the SBC
(Berman-Kowalewski et al. 2010). Because the SBC
was identified as an area of high ship-strike risk for
this species (Berman-Kowalewski et al. 2010), our
study targeted this region to understand how blue
whales behave in the path of oncoming ships to
help inform management of ships in regions of high
ship traffic density.
Fine-scale ENP blue whale behavior (i.e. dive pattern and lateral movement) during close encounters
with ships transiting the shipping lane off southern
California were analyzed to understand and characterize behavioral responses to approaching ships.
Based on our findings, we offer a theoretical framework for evaluating the consequences of varying ship
speeds to mitigate ship−whale collisions.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Whale behavioral data were collected on archival
suction-cup tags attached to blue whales. Three different tag types were deployed: 2 types of acoustic
recording tags (Bioacoustic Probe and Acousonde:
Greeneridge Sciences) and GPS Fastloc location tags
(TDR10-F: Wildlife Computers). The Bioacoustic Probe records acoustic data and is equipped with 3
auxiliary sensors (pressure, temperature, and 2-axis
acceleration sampling at 1 s intervals). The Acousonde, a more recent tag design, houses a 3-axis
accelerometer and a higher frequency hydrophone,
and has higher sampling rates (10 kHz) for the auxiliary sensors. The TDR10-F tag records hydrostatic
pressure at 1 Hz, temperature, and GPS positions
during whale surface periods.
Blue whales in or near shipping lanes off the coast
of southern California (Fig. 1) were targeted for tag
deployment. In some cases, after successful tag
deployment, whales were tracked visually from a
small boat. The tagged whale’s position and ship passages were monitored by observers onboard the
small research boat. In other cases, whales were
tagged and not visually tracked; instead the TDR10F tag equipped with a Fastloc GPS collected whale
GPS positions with a reported accuracy of 20 to 75 m.
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Fig. 1. Locations of documented ship passages to blue whales foraging off the coast of southern California. Whale numbering
corresponds to Tables 1 & 2 and Figs. 2, 3, & 5. Black lines indicate the commercial shipping traffic lanes through the Santa
Barbara Channel into the ports of Los Angeles/Long Beach. (Q) Locations of the automatic identification system (AIS)
receivers used to collect the ship-track information
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Only high-quality GPS locations, defined as whale
positions that were calculated from > 3 satellite positions, were used. When the tags were recovered, the
spatial data were combined with ship movement
data from AIS to determine the time, location, and
estimated minimum distance between the whales
during ship passages.
AIS data were collected at multiple locations from
all commercial ships > 300 gross tons transiting the
region. The shore-based AIS stations (Fig. 1) provided
the entirety of the ship passages through the region,
and the AIS receiver on the tagging boat provided
real-time detail during ship passages. Large commercial ships are required to transmit information on
their position, speed, and unique identification information via AIS (Tetreault 2005). AIS was developed
to decrease the risk of ship collisions; therefore, the
transmitted positional information is highly accurate.
Ship AIS signals are transmitted every 6 to 10 s, and,
if some positions were not received at the shore stations due to atmospheric interference, ship tracks
were interpolated to 10 s increments using the speed
of the ship and the bounding positions. Whale posi-

tional data were also interpolated to 10 s increments,
assuming straight-line travel between positions and
constant swim speed. The 10 s increments provided
the necessary resolution to identify the distance and
time of ship passages because a ship would not travel
its length within in this time frame.
To define the closest point of approach (CPA) between the tagged whales and passing ships, the interpolated whale positional data were combined with
the interpolated ship-track AIS data. First, the whale
and ship positions closest in time were identified, and
then the horizontal distance between the whale and
ship was calculated based on these positions. This
was defined as the CPA distance. The methodology
of combining TDR10-F tag data with AIS data was
verified through a comparison with known ship and
whale positions (Fig. 2). Custom-built functions in
MATLAB (Mathworks, Version 2012b) were developed to analyze and combine the whale-track and
ship-track data. We defined a close approach as a
ship passage within 1 km of a whale. This is an arbitrary distance thought to be a possible distance at
which whales might be expected to react to ships by
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Fig. 2. Verification of methodology combining TDR10-F tag GPS positions of the whales with ship positions from AIS (automatic identification system) data to calculate CPA (closest point of approach). To calculate distance between the ship and
whale at CPA, the whale and ship positions closest in time were identified; then, the horizontal distance between the whale
and ship was calculated based on these positions. Top left panel: bird’s-eye view of the movement of the ship and the whale,
including the interpolated track of blue whale (Whale 1) with TDR10-F GPS tag points (blue dots) and the ship track from AIS
data stream (red stars). Lower panel: dive profile of the whale, with the red star indicating CPA identified from combining
TDR10-F and AIS data. The locations of the ship and the whale at the closest distance are shown as black circles. The right
panel shows a photograph just prior to the close approach shown in the left panels (1 knot = 0.514 m s–1); the tag is visible on
the back of the whale
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A total of 20 ship passages (within 3.6 km of
a foraging whale) were analyzed and involved 9 individual blue whales with bio-logging tags attached (Table 1). The ship passages occurred in the commercial shipping
lanes that service POLA in southern California (Fig. 1): 3 ship passages occurred just
north of Santa Cruz Island in the inbound
shipping lane, 5 occurred off the coast of Port

Tag
type

RESULTS

Whale
no.

making some avoidance response. However,
for the purposes of this analysis, we
examined possible responses up to 3.6 km
from ships given the small sample size of
tagged whales near ships and uncertainty as
to whether and what whale responses might
be at any distance.
Analysis of tag data provided the following
whale behavioral information based on
methodology from Goldbogen et al. (2006,
2011): (1) surface duration between deep dives and number of breaths; (2) descent time,
angle, and speed; (3) bottom time, number of
lunges, and maximum dive depth; and (4)
ascent time, angle, and speed. These behavioral variables were collected for the entire
tag deployment for each whale using custom-built functions in MATLAB (Mathworks,
Version 2012b). This allowed for comparisons between normal diving behavior and
dive behaviors during close ship passages.
Whale lateral movements during ship passages were evaluated for evidence of horizontal avoidance at the surface. Using whale positional data (either from the TDR10-F tag or
small boat observations), the distance of the
whale’s surface positions, both before and after CPA, to the ship position at CPA was
measured. The heading of the whale from its
CPA position to positions after CPA were also
calculated. These measurements allowed us
to evaluate if a whale moved away from the
ship. If so, we would expect the whale distance from the ship’s position at CPA to increase after CPA, and the whale heading to
remain fairly constant. On the other hand, if
the whale’s distance from the ship did not increase after CPA and its heading changed, it
would indicate the whale did not exhibit directed movement away from the passing ship.

Table 1. Summary of tagged whales, ship passages, and surface behavior to ship passages. Distances between the whale and ship ranged from 60 to 1300 m (see Fig. 5).
The ‘whale no.’ column corresponds to the whale numbers in both Table 1 and Fig. 5. In the ‘location’ columns the number in parentheses refers to the total number of
ship passages that occurred for that specific vertical location of the whale. ‘Surface series with response dive’ refers to the percent of the total surface periods for the individual whale which had a response or response-like dive. ‘Response dive-tag deployment ’ indicates whether the whale did a response or response-like dive during the
surface period right after tag deployment. This is unknown for the TDR10Mk-F tagged whales because the tag does not start recording until it reaches a specific depth
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responded by diving below the ship, resurfacing
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Lateral movement of whales during ship passages
showed little to no evidence of avoidance or movement away from the passing ship (Fig. 3). Four of the
6 encounters that we could analyze for changes in
lateral movement resulted in whales actually moving
closer to the ship track after CPA (Fig. 3a,c,d,f,h). For
these encounters, the whales exhibited a large
change in heading (> 50°), suggesting that the movement was not in any particular direction or in a direction away from the passing ship (Fig. 3b). This was
observed for whales at the surface, at the bottom, and
on ascent during CPA of the oncoming ship.
For those whales that showed evidence of movement to a position further from the track of the ship,
the difference in distance was small (<100 m)
(Fig. 3a,c,g), and these 2 whales actually crossed the
path of the ship, resurfacing on the other side of the
ship track (Fig. 3c,g). The headings to the next position changed by > 50°, suggesting the limited lateral
movement was not directed away from the ship
(Fig. 3b).

Whale and ship details
Location Distance
Ship
of whale
to ship
type
at CPA
(m)

Whale lateral movement during
close ship passage

Whale
no.

Hueneme in the outbound lane, and the remainder
occurred at the entrance to the ports of Los Angeles
and Long Beach. The ship−whale encounters involved 6 ship types (bulk carriers, container ship, passenger, roll-on roll-off car carrier [RO-RO], tanker,
and vehicle carriers), ship speeds ranging from 5.3 to
15.5 m s−1 (10 to 30 knots), different positions of the
whales in the water column at CPA (surface, descent,
bottom, and ascent), and closest distances of the passages ranging from 60 to 3600 m, including 11 that
were considered close approaches (Tables 1 & 2). All
these factors may influence how whales react to approaching ships; therefore, we provide general descriptions of both the lateral movements and dive behaviors of the whales during the ship passages to
provide initial insight on blue whale behavioral reactions to close encounters with large commercial ships
and their potential vulnerability to ship strikes.

Estimated loss
in foraging
time (min)
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Table 2. Summary of response dives during ship passages. The number of the whale corresponds to Table 1 and Fig. 5. The number in the ‘Dive type’ column refers to
the type of response dive — (1): response dive with expected descent rate, duration, and body angle; (2) response-like dive with a slower than expected descent rate; (3)
response-like dive with a shorter than expected duration. The calculation of body angle is only possible with the Bioacoustic Probe and Acousonde tag types. Estimated
loss in foraging time is the difference between surface time at close approach and average surface time in the remaining dive profile. If null, surface time is no longer
than average. CPA: closest point of approach; 1 knot = 0.514 m s–1
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Fig. 3. Summary of horizontal surface movements of whales during ship passages that occurred at distances < 300 m. (a) Difference in distance of the whale to the ship’s closest point of approach (CPA) position; negative values indicate the whale moved
closer to the ship’s CPA position after CPA, and positive values indicate the whale moved further from the ship’s CPA position.
(b) Change in the heading of the whales before and after CPA. Headings were calculated as the direction (in degrees) from the
CPA surface position to the position of the next surface period. The differences between headings were calculated. Values
close to zero indicate little change in heading or, possibly, directed movement away from the path of a ship. Positive and negative values indicate the headings were not similar and, therefore, the whale was not traveling in a particular direction. The
designations ‘at surface’, ‘at bottom’, and ‘on ascent’ indicate where the whales were during the CPA; the letters on the bars
correspond to the lower panels (c–h) showing the surface movements of whales. (c–h) Details of whale movement at the time
of CPA (indicated by red dot for whale positions and red triangle for ship positions). Data points indicate the order of surface
periods — 1: before CPA; red: CPA; 2: after CPA; 3: 2 surface periods after CPA. In (c,e,h) the light gray lines are the borders of
the shipping lanes; in (d,f,g) the shipping lanes are outside the resolution of the graphic. 1 knot = 0.514 m s–1

1 min after the ship passed, and then made a normal
foraging dive about 1 min after resurfacing behind
the ship (see the Supplement at www.int-res.com/
articles/suppl/n027p219_supp/). The whale’s reaction began at a distance of 250 m, and the whale
descended at a rate of 0.6 m s−1 to a depth of 30 m as
the tanker approached the whale’s position. This
dive type was categorized as a ‘response dive’. Additional whale dive data were examined to determine if
this type of dive was present in other whale dive profiles and under what circumstances.
We found that response dives were common
directly after successful suction-cup tag deployment
from a 5 m rigid-hull inflatable boat and used these
dives to define the characteristics of response dives.

Descent rate, duration, depth, and body angle
(Fig. 4a) were measured because these characteristics are relevant for evaluating the effectiveness of
response dives. We analyzed dive profiles directly
after tag attachment for 33 tag deployments to quantify these characteristics. For these same whales, we
also measured the characteristics of normal foraging
dives. Descent rates were calculated as change in
depth over time from the surface to the bottom of the
dive. Body angle was derived from the 2-axis
accelerometer (Goldbogen et al. 2006), but this was
not possible from the TDR10-F tag data.
Duration of response dives after tag attachment
ranged from 45 to 251 s (μ = 115.5 ± 69.8) and descent
rates averaged 0.6 m s−1 (0.3 to 1.0 m s−1) at body
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Fig. 4. Blue whale response to suction-cup tag deployments. (a) Example of a whale response dive during successful tag
attachment. The response dive is followed by deep foraging dives (bottom of dive profile is not shown). (b) Characteristics
(body angle, descent rate) of response dives compared to a foraging dive. Response dives have a significantly slower descent
rate and lower body angles. Box plots along the x-axis show average descent rates for all response dives compared to foraging
dives; a statistically significant difference is found between the dive types. For each box, the central mark is the median, the
edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered
outliers, and outlier is plotted individually as a plus sign. The mean value (μ) is shown for each dive type

angles between 5 and 20° (Fig. 4b). This was considerably less than typical deep foraging dives (1.6 m s−1
descent rate at a 20 to 40° body angle (Fig. 4b). These
dive parameters provided a basis for identifying any
observed whale surface responses during the passage of large ships. The entire dive profile of each
whale possibly affected by passing ships was examined for the presence of response dives. This provided a context for assessing how common response
dives were in an individual dive profile (Table 1). A
response dive during a surface period was confirmed
if the duration, descent rate, and body angle fell
within the ranges measured from the response dive
after tag deployment. If some but not all of the characteristics fell within the ranges, the dive was labeled
a ‘response-like’ dive. If no characteristics matched,
the dive was labeled a ‘no surface response’.

Ship passages when whales were at
the surface at CPA
For the 6 observed approaches whose CPA occurred when whales were at the surface after a foraging dive (Fig. 5a, Table 2), all whales exhibited a
response dive similar to those seen after tag deployments (Fig. 5a). One of the response dives was
slightly shorter than typical response dives (Fig. 5a,

Panel 2, Whale #9), but the response-like dive was
within the expected depth, body angle, and descent
rate limits.

Ship passages when whales were on
descent of a foraging dive at CPA
Of the 4 whales descending on a foraging dive at
CPA only 1 showed evidence of a response dive
Fig. 5. Dive records of whales during ship passages. The
rows of plots are organized by the location of the whale at
the closest point of approach (CPA): (a) at the surface, (b) on
descent, (c) at the bottom of a foraging dive, and (d) on
ascent. Each panel in the rows represents a different
ship−whale encounter, ordered from closest distance to furthest. The red dots in each panel indicate when the closest
distance between the whale and ship occurred. Information
on the ship (type, speed, and distance) is provided in the
heading of each panel. The whale number at the bottom of
each panel corresponds to Tables 1 & 2 and Fig. 3. An arrow
indicates an observed response or response-like dive. Arrow
labeled (1): dive with expected descent rate, duration, and
body angle; (2) slower than expected descent rate; (3)
shorter than expected duration. If no response dive was
observed, the panel is labeled ‘no surface response’. Asterisks next to either the descent or ascent of a dive profile
indicate a change in rate that is faster (*) or slower (**) than
1 standard deviation from the mean of all rates in the dive
record. Time is local time. 1 knot = 0.514 m s–1
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(Fig. 5b), specifically a series of response dives at the
surface period after CPA (Fig. 5b, Panel 1, Whale #2).
In the latter case, a container ship traveling at full
speed (11.8 m s–1 [23 knots]) came within 200 m of the
whale and the acoustic record contained distinct ship
noise throughout the bottom portion of the dive. The
other 3 whales whose CPA occurred while on descent showed no evidence of a response dive at the
surface before or after the CPA. In these cases, ship
distances were greater (600 and 900 m) and ships
were traveling at slower speeds (Fig. 5b, Panels 2−4;
Whales #6, #3, #1).

Ship passages when whales were at
the bottom of a foraging dive at CPA
Six whales were at the bottom of foraging dives
when the ship passed overhead (Fig. 5c). Three of
the 6 whales exhibited response dives or responselike dives at the surface after the ship passed and in
2 of those cases whales dove at a slower rate
(0.2 m s−1) than typical response dives (Fig. 5c, Panels 1 & 2; Whales #4 and #7). These 2 whales
(Whales 4 & 7) had the highest proportion response
diving during surface periods (35 and 27%; Table 1),
making it less clear if these dives were related to
the passage of ships. However, the descent rate for
Whale 4 (Fig. 5c, Panel 1; Whale #4) was atypical
compared to all other dives in this whale’s profile.
Whale 8 also exhibited a response dive at the surface after the ship passage (Fig. 5c, Panel 5; Whale
#8) and had a lower proportion of surfaces with
response dives (14%), suggesting it may be more
likely that it was responding to the ship’s passage.
The ship in that approach was also traveling faster
(10.8 m s−1 [21 knots]) than those in other cases
involving whales that were at the bottom of their
dive when ships passed (Fig. 5c).

Changes in ascent and descent rates of
foraging dives
In addition to the presence of response dives as evidence for a behavioral response to the ship passage,
we examined ascent and descent rates during deep
foraging dives before and after CPA by comparing
them to all other dives in the individual whale’s dive
profile. Seven of the 20 ship−whale encounters showed a change in ascent or descent rates that was at
least 1 standard deviation different from the mean of
all other ascent and descent rates in the individual’s
dive profile (Fig. 5). These changes in ascent and
descent rates were observed for all whale locations at
CPA (surface, bottom, ascent, and descent). During 3
ship passages, descent rates were faster than
expected on the foraging dive after CPA (Fig. 5a,
Panel 2, Whale #9; Fig. 5c, Panels 3 & 5, Whales #1
and #8). In 2 of the 20 ship passages, whale descent
rates were slower than expected on the foraging dive
after CPA (Fig. 5b, Panel 1, Whale #2; Fig. 5c, Panel
1, Whale #4). The ascent rate was faster during 1 encounter (Fig. 5d, Panel 4; Whale #7) and slower for
another ship−whale encounter (Fig. 5d, Panel 1;
Whale #9). The differences in ascent and descent
responses may relate to the distance or the speed of
the ship at CPA. Additional ship−whale encounters
are needed to understand the relationship between
these observed changes in behavior and passing
ships (e.g. ship speed, ship type).

Ship−whale collision model
Observed response dive behavior were considered
relative to different ship speeds and whale reaction
distances to estimate the time needed for a whale to
successfully perform a response dive and avoid an
oncoming ship. The following equation was used:
WDi , j ,k = DRi ×

Ship passages when whales were on
ascent from a foraging dive at CPA
For whales that were on ascent at CPA, only 1 of 4
(Whale 7) exhibited a response-like dive to an oncoming ship (Fig. 5d, Panel 4; Whale #7). Because
its response dive had a slower than expected
descent rate, this whale had a high percentage of
response dives in its profile, and the ship in this
case was 3.6 km away at CPA, the observed
response-like dive may not be related to the ship
passage.

RD j
SSPDk

where WDi,j,k is the depth of the whale for a given
descent rate (DR), reaction distance (RD), and ship
speed (SSPD). Only whale reactions at the surface
were considered in this equation. Input parameters
include: whale descent rates between 0.6 and 1.6 m
s−1 and whale reaction distances from 50 to 500 m.
Modeled ship speeds ranged from 5.2 to 12.9 m s−1
(10 to 25 knots). The model assumed a ship draft of
8 m and a zone of hydrodynamic risk beneath the
ship’s hull equal to 2-times the draft (Silber et al.
2010), in this case 16 m.
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The results of the simulations using the parameters
of the response dive, with different ship speeds and
whale reaction distances, showed that a response
dive could result in a collision when whale reaction
distances are short and ship speeds are fast (Fig. 6a).
Based on this model, in the observed case where a

450

500

Fig. 6. Modeled depth of whales considered safe from collisions based on reaction
distances and ship speeds for descent rate
of the (a) response dive and (b) foraging
dive. Curves represent different modeled
ship speeds (in knots), shown on right vertical axis. (c) Modeled distances at which
whales would need to react to ‘avoid’ collision with the ship as a function of the different descent rates shown in (a) and (b)
and for 1.0 m s−1. 1 knot = 0.514 m s–1

whale at the surface initiated a response at a distance
of 250 m from the approaching ship and dove at 0.6 m
s−1 (Fig. 5a, Panel 1; Whale #6), the whale would not
have been able to avoid the hull and hydrodynamic
forces of a ship if the ship was traveling at 7.7 m s–1
(15 knots) or greater (Fig. 6). If the tanker was travel-
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ing at its normal operating speed (8.8 m s–1 [17
knots]), the whale would have had to initiate its dive
275 m or more before the ship to avoid a collision.
In general, a ship traveling at 6.7 m s–1 (13 knots)
would require a whale to react with a response dive
at a distance of at least 200 m to avoid collision. For
ships traveling at 10.3 m s–1 (20 knots), whales would
need to begin their response dive at a distance of at
least 300 m. At the faster descent rate of foraging
dives, the risk of collision is reduced (Fig. 6b). If we
assume the reaction distance of a whale is 250 m,
then the maximum speed in order for a response dive
to be effective is 8.8 m s–1 (17 knots) (Fig. 6c).

Additional behavioral effects of
close ship passage
In addition to the limitations of the response dives
as an avoidance mechanism, the presence of a response dive during a surface period increases the
total surface time, directly reducing the amount of
time whales spend foraging. For example, the passage of a container ship when Whale 2 was at the surface resulted in an additional 5.5 min spent at the surface, when compared to the average surface time
from the entire dive record. For this whale, the average frequency of lunges per dive was 0.77 lunges
min−1 (3 lunges dive−1; 3.9 min bottom time). Increasing the time spent at the surface by 5.5 min may
result in as many as 4 fewer lunges (Table 2). Given
that there is a tradeoff between the response dive
and lost foraging time, whales may be choosing
when to react based on the perception of the threat.
Whales foraging in the shipping lanes only showed
consistent reactions when at the surface during CPA
and for faster moving ships.

DISCUSSION
Our study region was identified as an area of high
ship-strike risk (Berman-Kowalewski et al. 2010,
Redfern et al. 2013), and our analysis of blue whale
behavior showed that whales do not appear to avoid
areas of heavy ship traffic (e.g. commercial shipping
lanes), nor, according to the results of our study, do
they move laterally away from oncoming ships (Fig.
3). Our study did find evidence that blue whales are
capable of reacting to avoid approaching ships
(within 3.6 km) using a response dive when at the
surface. Response dives were observed in 55% of the
ship passages, and were most common when whales

were at the surface and passing ships were at their
closest distance. However, the response of blue
whales to oncoming ships was of limited effectiveness in avoiding collision, inconsistent across situations (e.g. ship types and whale locations), and likely
to be incapable of adjusting to varying ship speeds
(Fig. 6). Although recent evidence suggests shipstrikes are not an immediate threat to the survival of
this population of blue whales (Monnahan et al.
2014), the levels of mortality from ship-strikes are
still above legal limits set by the USA. The limited
effectiveness of response dives and lack of evidence
for lateral movement in reaction to approaching ships
shows that blue whales are vulnerable to collisions
with ships, especially in regions of high ship traffic.
Mitigating the risk of ship strikes remains a legal priority in these regions.
Slower ship speeds have been identified as a mitigation strategy for reducing ship−whale collisions.
The primary evidence for this benefit has been the
reduced lethality of collisions when they occur with
slower ships (Laist et al. 2001, Conn & Silber 2013,
Laist et al. 2014). Unfortunately, most ship−whale
collisions are not documented at the time of occurrence. Thus, the ship types and speeds most frequently causing collisions remain unknown. Most
ship-strike deaths are primarily documented in
reports of stranded whales with blunt force trauma or
other injuries indicative of ship-strike. However,
these underrepresent the true scope of the issue,
since only a small portion of whale mortality results
in carcasses washing ashore (Williams et al. 2011).
The lack of information on the factors contributing to
ship-strikes makes it difficult to determine how ship
speed alters the incidence and lethality of shipstrikes. Only if whales respond differently to slower
ships or make use of the added time to respond
would slower ship speeds reduce the incidence of
ship-strikes and not just their lethality. Prior to this
research, data on whale responses to ships in collision situations have been limited.
The response dives we describe would be more
effective in avoiding slower-moving ships than fast
ones, assuming whale responses occur at the same
distance to the oncoming ship. For a response dive to
be effective when ships are traveling at 8.8 m s–1 (17
knots) (Fig. 6c), whales would need to initiate a
response dive with a descent rate of 0.6 m about 250
m in front of an oncoming ship. We evaluated how
whale reaction distance, whale descent rates, and
ship speeds interact to affect the likelihood of
ship−whale collisions. Our methodology assessed
collision risk based on measured parameters of a
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response dive during ship passages (Fig. 6). However, given our limited sample size, it remains
unknown how different ship speeds affect the distance at which whales react. If whales react to faster
ships at greater distances, then it would somewhat
reduce the risk, while if the reverse were true, it
would increase the vulnerability to faster-moving
ships.
The sound or other signal that caused the whales
observed in this study to react to the approaching
ships is unknown. Previous research that broadcasted ship sounds to right whales did not elicit a
response (Nowacek et al. 2004); however, the distances tested were greater than the response distance observed in this study. At closer distances in
this study, ship noise could sometimes be detected on
the acoustic tags. There is a possibility that the reaction to the oncoming ship may be a visual response.
Blue whales are known to use visual cues to optimize
prey intake by diving under the prey patch and
directing foraging lunges on back-lit prey patches
(Goldbogen et al. 2013).
The ship approaches documented in this study
revealed distinctive short-term shallow dive avoidance responses that did not prevent the whale from
quickly resuming normal foraging dives. This response was comparable to dive behavior measured
directly after tag deployments, and possibly represents a general reaction to perceived threats at the
surface. In contrast to response dives, foraging dives
after surface recovery intervals were characterized
by faster descent rates at steeper body angles (Goldbogen et al. 2011), suggesting that whales at the surface may not typically use high-energy rapid descent
dives to avoid surface threats.
The presence of response dives results in longer
surface periods, which may increase whale vulnerability to collisions with other ships traveling in the
same lane and after a previous ship passage, particularly in regions with high levels of ship traffic. Furthermore, the lack of lateral avoidance keeps whales
within the shipping lanes during this extended surface period. Ship behavior around ports frequently results in stacking up of ships depending on schedules
at the port (McKenna et al. 2009), possibly resulting in
certain regions and time periods of increased risk of
ship strike.
Differences in ship size, ship speed, bow design, or
whale activities at the time of ship encounters likely
influence whale response behavior (Ellison et al.
2012). If behavior during ship encounters varies by
species, it may explain the apparent differences in
collision rates for different species (Douglas et al.
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2008). The approach of this study offers a method to
assess such variables and determine what ship
speeds may reduce, not just the lethality of collisions,
but also how speed may alter the incidence of ship
strikes. The integration of high-resolution data from
bio-logging tags with ship AIS data provides the necessary information to evaluate whale behavior in different scenarios, and we encourage similar studies to
expand sample size.
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